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Can anything be known for sure about what lies beyond this life?This gripping journey of one

gangster leads us to the answer.Roaming the streets as a member of one of the most feared gangs,

Jagger's soul tarnished darker than the alleyways he dwelt in. When the brutality of gang life hits

him head-on, he's confronted with the most distressing decision of his life.A shocking twist brings

him to an abrupt collision with reality...Twice Alive is greater than mere fiction. Amidst the dramatic

twists and turns of one gangster's conflicted life, true principles are intertwined throughout the novel,

providing answers to the mysteries of this life and the next. Its honest approach to real-life issues

appeals to both adults and teens.Are you 100% certain about your eternal destination? How do you

know you haven't been led to believe a lie? Eternity is a long time to be wrong, so now is the time to

discover the truth, just like this gangster unexpectedly did. Even if you already have these answers,

you'll want to share this book with those who don't. Lives are waiting to be forever changed.
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For anyone who has ever given any thought to our existence on earth in relation to eternity, I would



strongly recommend reading "Twice Alive" by K.L. Dean. The author has cleverly intertwined eternal

truths into a fictional, thought- provoking story of a gangster whose chance encounter with his

cousin causes him make some life-changing decisions.The many unexpected twists and turns in the

story line not only hold the reader's interest, but also encourage the reader to ponder the the reality

of what lies beyond his or her own earthly journey. I have read this book twice so far, and would

definitely give this book a five star rating. It is well worth reading!

This thriller is about a hardened gang member whose life is violent, heartless, and on the edge. He

has a cousin who shares the gospel with him in various encounters, and as he argues with her, she

keeps coming back with foundational truths. He finally believes, then tragedy occurs. He is taken on

a trip to the underworld, and to heaven. I am a heavy reader, mature student, and researcher of all

available Christian material, and this writer is right on, has done their due diligence. The

descriptions and facts are well substantiated. Whether you are a Christian, a seeker, or just a thrill

seeker in the world, this story will fascinate and thrill you. With a surprise ending that you will like.

You may end up buying a handful of these to pass out to friends and family. There is also a promo

video, and a web site, [...]

This was a well written and fast paced story. It kept me intrigued from the first moment of the first

page to the last. Whether you believe in God or not everyone should read this book Twice Alive is

the story of a violent, hardened gang member and his lifestyle; who with chance encounters with his

cousin causes him to make life-changing decisions.This story is for anyone who has ever given any

thought about the choices we make and how they will effect our eternal life after death. This book is

very thought provoking and will challenge you to look deeper into your faith. I am still thinking about

this book today. I have read it twice already and I also bought 10 copies of the book for Christmas

gifts. There is also a promo video and a web site.

"Twice Alive" is a well written, interesting story that will entertain and enlighten it's readers. It uses

scripture to help it's readers learn more about their faith and why it is important to spread the gospel

of Jesus Christ. I give it 5/5 stars and would highly recommend it.

Once you start reading, you don't want to put it down. The description of hell makes you glad you

are not going there and gives you a burden for those who have not yet given their lives to Christ. It

is a great evangelistic tool.



There has been a proliferation of near death experience (NDE) books: Some have been bizarre,

others questionable, and a few that actually make one pause and think. The common theme of all

those books is the sending of a message to people on what things are truly important in life. Twice

Alive does this as a fictional story, where the main character - a quintessential gangster - starts to

question his life after encounters with his cousin and a couple of miraculous events. In a

near-dialogue form (not seen often in fiction, though that popular Shemitah book used it), the

gangster Jagger, in this world and the next, discusses beliefs and misconceptions concerning

Christianity, and how those beliefs impact life, lifestyle and the afterlife. Some of this will challenge

people, and some people don't respond well to any challenge to their beliefs. However, thoughtful

readers, and those seeking answers (and who of all of us don't have questions?), can find this book

as a gateway to further discovery and thought.

I laughed,I cried and I thanked God repeatedly for saving me as I read this book . This book was

very insightful. It grabbed me powerfully my heart is still excited for the characters! And the way

Jesus is portrayed in here is just the way I see him.This book is so well written I have read it three

times so far thank you and please write more!

This book is an exciting journey through the eyes of a hardened gangster who hits rock bottom. He

wrestles between wanting to stay true to his gang, which is his family or surrender to the God of his

childhood. Through a series of choices he has a near death experience that puts him face to face

with Jesus and that is where the journey really begins. This book is very thought provoking and will

challenge your beliefs and entice you to dig deeper into your faith.
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